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Law students
funded; Mesa
Chicana waits

Melody Odekirk relates in Yale Park with her daughter Pixley. This past week seems to have
raised the curtain on Spring once and for all. (Photo by Gerald Sanders)

Parents spend less time with
raising their children today
By Terry Fletcher
Social and economic pressures
have changed the family
structure making it more difficult
for some parents to raise their
children, said Polly Turner
assistant professor of child
development
and
home
economics in the College of
Education.
Turner, director of UNM's
Manzanita Day Care Program,
said the number of women who
stay home to raise children
during their crucial first six years
has diminished significantly.
"More women in the work force
and an increase in the number of
single parents has affected the
amount of time a parent can
spend with children," Turner
said.
''Quantity of time is certainly
not the only gage to measure the
effectiveness of child rearing/'
she said. "In fact, I believe in
quality and the kinds of experiences parents give their
children as far more important.
"However, it is more difficult
for the parent as educator to
impart positive experiences when
he or she is limited by time. In
addition, there is an increased
role strain on single parents as
they have to become the bread
winner and responsive parent."
Unwanted pregnancies put
strains on parenting especially
when the prospective mother or
father is still a teenager, Turner
said.
11
Adolescent pregnancy is the
only birthrate in the country,
which has not stopped going up,"
.she said.
Turner said nationalized day
care is one way to react to the
changing family structure.
"I am a supporter of quality
day care," she said. "Now, we
have many people who oppose

this idea because in the past day
care has been equated with in·
stitutionalization.
"I believe it is possible to give
parents these support services
without doing harm to the
children. One of those ways is
parent education."
"There is no concensus on how
to raise children, and of course
there can't be in a society like
ours where we believe strongly in
individual values and goals,"
Turner said.
"We have programs in which
we help parents understand that
they can pick from a number of
strategies for raising children,"
she said
"When a person
becomes a parent he or she does
not magically know all the answers instinctively. Many
parents know their values and
the kinds of things they want to
pass on to their children, but in
many cases they are not sure how
to go about it - how to get these
values across to their children.
"What we try to do through
workshops and counseling
sessions is to provide parents
with methods to put across the
values they want their children to
have."
Turner said methods within
the day care centers themselves
have changed so that parents are
more actively involved in caring
for their children.
"A day care program should
not just be a dropping-off place
for the childt she said. "It must
be coordinated with parents so
that we are all working together
in raising our children.''
With governmental help, day
care centers could be established
in which single parents would
give a portion of their time each
week to the care of children at the
center," Turner said.
"At the Manzanita Day Care

program we have 20 children
from two to fours years old," she
said. "Their parents work either
full or part time and we use it as a
training base for students to
implement the theories they have
learned in the classroom."
Turner said studies have found
that children develop in different
areas and at different speeds,
making it necessary to appoarch
early childhood education in a
new way.
"The Harvard Pre-School
Project found that by the age of
three years children already have
distinctly different levels of
competency." she said.
Turner said the White House
Conference on Families will meet
in July to discuss issues of
concern to families.

By Ray Glass
The Graduate Student Council
voted Thursday to give a law
student group $210 but refused
to give in to the demands of
another graduate group at a
special council meeting.
The council, meeting with less
than half of its members, voted
unamiously to give the Black
American
Law
Student
Association the money after
several BALSA members and
supporters successfully argued
for the funding during a two and
one-half hour debate.
But the council refused to
approve additional funding for
Mesa Chicana despite heated
demands from the group's former
president Richard Montoya and
current president Juan Jose
Pena. The council did, however,
agree to meet on May 3 to further
discuss
Mesa
Chicana's
demands.
This agreement came just
before an argument between
BALSA supporter and Law
School faculty member Sam
Johnson and GSA Chairperson
Yolanda Jones caused the
meeting to be adjourned.
BALSA came before the
council because the GSA Finance
Committee recommended April
5, and the council agreed, not to
fund the organization for the
1980-81 school year. The GSA
budget for funding student
groups, without BALSA, was
overwhelmingly passed by the
graduate students in last week's
general election.
Graduate student president
Mike Daley, speaking for the
finance committee because its
chairman Ed Walker was not
present, explained that BALSA's
budget request had been cut from

$960 to $210 by the finance
committee. It was cut because, in
considering a tecord amount of
funding requests this year, the
committee decided not to fund
travel expenses, honorariums or
speaker forums for any group.
The committee then decided
not to fund the group at all
because financial rel~rds indicated the group had a balance
of $256 from 1979·80 funding, a
balance which could cover their
projected 1980-81 expenses.
Former BALSA president Jo
Ann Jones argued that her group
plans to spend the balance before
the 1979-80 fiscal year ends June
30. She also claimed the finance
committee did not inform her
group of what they would and
would not fund before BALSA
submitted a budget proposal.
The council decided to give
BALSA $210 from their special
ideas fund.
Pena and Martinez demanded
that the council give Mesa
Chicana $2,500 from GSA's
$3,100 reserve fund.
The group's request of $3,600.
was trimmed to $1,180 by the
finance committee and was
approved by the voters.
The council decided, with five
members in favor and two abstaining, to investigate the
matter further and discuss it at
their May 3 breakfast.
After the vote, Johnson, who
was vocal all afternoon, accused
Jones of not knowing her job.
She' had earlier refused to call
another special council meeting
this semester. A council member
quickly moved for adjournment,
the motion was seconded and
passed and the meeting ended in
a general uproar.

UNM grades suffer overall decline
By Jana Aspin
Data compiled by the Office of Institutional
Research indicate a general decline in grades
earned at UNM beginning in 1973-74, with the
decline flattening out in 1979·80.
Grades "earned" are determined by dividing the
total number of hours accumulated by students in
each college by the total of grade points.
Director Richard Cady said the last substantial
grade inflation at UNM ended in the early 1970s.
In the fall of 1973, the average grade earned in
UNM colleges (excluding law and medicine), was
2.6517. Figures show,a decline to 2.4798 in the fall
of 1976. The average was 2.4369 in the fall of 1979
and 2.4538 in the fall of 19SO.

Grades could be increasing because of changes in
course requirements.
. "When curriculum requirements were loosened
up, some people t'ook easier courses and grades ·
went up." Cady said.
. He said this "loosening up" results in students
taking simpler classes. He said nobody can explain
why tha inflation and deflation in grades have
occured. Cady said one course would have to be

controlled over a period of time to determine why
the fluctuation happens. •
The data also show that grades are generally
higher in the spring semester than in the fall
semester. For example, the average grade earned
at UNM in the fall of 1974 was 2.6157 and was
2.6450 in spring of 1975.
Cady also pointed out a variation in discipline of
grading in the different colleges. "Empirically,
grades are not the same/' he said, comparing how
students are graded in journalism as to how
students are graded in chemistry.
The method of how grades are· earned in in·
dividual colleges has caused some controversy at
UNM recently. Some UNM administrators believe
standardized grading would be efficient while
others believe this would be an invasion of
academic freedom in measuring students' performance .
The data also indicate that grades for seniors are
generally higher than grades for lower-dassmen.
But exceptions do exist. For example: seniors
received lower grades on the average in the
Anderson School of Management in the fall o£ 1979
than juniors and sophomores.
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National Briefs
Recession will be
'mild and short'
President Carter, noting the
slowdown in auto .and housing
sales, said Thursday the
economy probably has entered a
recession but said "any recession
will be mild and short."
But the president told a news
conference at which he announced new sanctions against
Iran that his administration
cannot make any moves to ease
high interest rates and tight
money until the nation's 18
percent inflation rate declines.
The government earlier an·
nounced measures to make more
loan money available to small
business and agriculture, and to
aid the housing industry by
making some middle·income
buyers eligible for mortgage
subsidies and easing financing
burdens of home builders.
Another recessionary signal
came from Detroit where the
latest figures on auto industry
cutbacks- including
those
announced by General Motors
and Ford Motor Co. this
week- showed
169,450
production workers on indefinate
layoff and another 22,850
Rcheduled to be temporarily laid
off next week.

Gacy's letter said
he regrets killings
PEORIA, 111.-John Wayne
Gacy, convicted of the sex
murders of 33 young men and
boys, said in a letter to a high
school sociology class he would
take his own life if doing so would
bring back even one of his victims.
"We live in a society bent on
violence and revenge," Gacy
wrote from death row in Menard
Correctional Center in southeast
Illinois. "And when we don't
understand something, we think
by destroying, it will go away."
"If I thought that my death
would bring back one victim, I
would take it (my life} myself."
The letter was published in
Thursday's editions of the Peoria
Journal-Star.
Gacy, a self-employed building
contractor, democratic party
precinct captain and part·time
clown, was convicted last month
of the sex murders of 33 young
men and boys. The 33 murder
charges were the most brought
against any individual in U.S.
history.
He was sentenced to death but
the appeals process is expected to
take years.
His letter was in response to a
project conducted by Bartonville

byUPI

Limestone High School sociology swearing-in ceremony for Alred
classes taught by Gordon Moses, his new adviser on Jewish
Wassell. Eighty students affairs.
voluntarily wrote letters to Gacy
after studying criminal justice.

Datsun to build
truck plant mills
The
No.2 Japanese
automaker, producer of Datsun
cars and trucks, said 2,200
workers will be employed at the
facility and production will start
in about three years.
Nissan officials told a news
conference the decision was an
economic one, and they hope it
will defuse criticism by U.S.
automakers and politicians over
rising sales of imported Japanese
cars at a time of high unemployment among American auto
workers.
The plant's location, to be
announced in six months, has
been narrowed down to the great
lakes or the southeast regions.
The company expects to
pruchase about $10 million worth
of American-made parts per
month, but will still have to
import many compnents, including engines.
General Motors Corp. and
I<'ord Motor Co. recently announced closings or cutbacks
which will idle 27,700 workers.
Indefinite layoffs in the auto
industry stood at more than
163,000 before the latest
retrenchments were announced.
GM, Ford and Chrysler all
have experienced auto sales
slumps this year.

U.S., Begin plan
new negotiations
WASHINGTON -President
Carter said Thursday his two
days of talks with Israeli PrimeMinister Menachem Begin have
made the obstacles to an IsraeliEgyptian
settlement
on
Palestinian autonomy "much less
formidable.' •
The main result of the talks
was a decision to start a new
round of marathon negotiations
in about 10 days. The plan,
suggested by Begin and approved by Egypt, calls for
meetings in Herzliay, Israel
followed by an equal number of
days meeting en Egypt before
May 26, the target date for an
agreement.
A White House statement on
the more than six hours of
Carter-Begin sessions said, "The
President and the Prime Minister
consider that these talks have
been helpful in advancing the
autonomy negotiations."
"We had a remarkable good
meeting with Prime Minister
Begin," Carter said at the

Arguments called
Lance deceptive

ATLANTA- Prosecutor
Edwin Tomko, quoting from a
James Bond novel, charged in
closing arguments Thursday that
former budget Director Bert
Lance repeatedly played "fast
and loose" with banking l!lWS by
granting unsecured loans to his
family and friends.
Tomko told the six men and six
women of the U.S. District Court
jury that Lance's banking
philosophy was: "Ask no
questions, tell no lies."
Carefully and concisely,
Tomko sought to sum up the
government's
complex case
against the fomrer federal budget
chief and three codefendants to
show that they were, as the
indictiment alleged, guilty of
deception and fraud.
Lance, Thmoas Mitchell, H.
Jackson Mullins and RichardT.
Carr are charged with 19 counts
of violating federal banking laws,
includiltg 10 of misapplication of
bank funds and nine of making
false statements to banks.
The jurors, who are expected
to get the case Monday, listened
intently to every word and
followed Tomkos move as he
ambled around the courtroom.
"The issue is intent to deceive
and defraud," he said.

complete information
In our

DETROIT-A valuable or·
namental cast iron lamp and 29
1/2 expensive bronze grilles
recently stolen from the Detroit
Public Library were recovered by
police just minutes before they
would have been placed in a
scrapyard smelter.
The· items, worth about
$50,000, were purchased by a
scrap dealer for $800-about 35
cents a pound-and earmarked
for the smelter.
But the dealer called the police
Wednesday after hearing a radio
broadcast about the theft. An art
collector who heard the same
reports also called the police
minutes later.
Police rushed to an east side
scrapyard to check the report-and made it just in time.
"Everything was baled, ready
for the smelter," said Sgt.
Lawrence Giacobozzi of the
Detroit Police Department.
The 7-foot-high cast iron lamp
was stolen from the north side of
the library's main entrance and
the 29 75-pound bronze grilles
and a half-grille were taken from
marble pillars on the terrace.
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COLLOQUIA_ PLANNED
The Presidential Scholar Club
invites you to attend:

"SELLERS

GUIDE"
ask for

your copy at

"Lasers- A New Light in Chemistry,'' by Dr. William F. Col·

em an, Department of Chemistry. Monday, April 21, 4:00
to 5:30p.m. Humanities 134 in the HONORS CENTER.

RAG SHOP

r-ao. 2

1200 Yale SE
255-6251
or ,
RAG SHOP N0.1
2123 San Mateo NE

Donor Drawing!!
lst Prize
BSR2500
Belt drive
turntable

something funny,
damn it!

"Exercise and Hypokinetic Diseases," by Dr. Vivian H.
Heyward, Department of Health, Physical Education, and

Recreation. Wednesday, April 23, 4:00 to 5:30 p.m.,
Humanities 134 in the HONORS CENTER·

Thanks, Mona Kay

it was
your turn!

2nd Prize Two leg weight sets
3rd Prize Two sets of Coors mug
Each 2nd Donation in a week your name gets into the bowl April
15 thru May 30. Drawing will be held Monday, June 2. Winners
names will be posted. Winners have until 6:00p.m. June 6, 1980
to claim prize
New donors
bring this ad for

$5

Congressional candidate airs view Carter gets tough with Iran

00
bonus
on 1st donation

li

I

Yale Blood Plasma 122 Yale
.
266-5729
exptres May 30, 1980
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New Mexico Democratic Congressional can·
didate Bill Richardson .told a UNM journalism
class Thursday he wants to help establish a
Western Hemisphere Center at UNM.
The center, which has been recommended by the
U.S. Advisory Commission on International
Education and Cultural Affairs, would serve Ill) an
inter-American forum for the exchange of ideas,
cultural concepts and technology.
"The center would have a broader base of activities than the current Latin American Institute
at UNM," Richardson said.
He said the biggest problem with Latin America
is that no one considers it very important and that
therefore it has begun to "politically and
economically de.teriorate."
Currently, UNM has become involved with
various on-and off-campus Latin American ac·
tivities. Some are Latin American programs in
education, such as providing technical Msistance
in rural education, and degree programs or Latin
American concentrations at the undergraduate and
graduate levels.
What does Richardson propose to do for New
Mexico? Fighting for New Mexico, he said, is his

number one priority.
"New Mexico is being screwed and hurt by
energy companies, the federal government and
other states,'' Richardson said. '~Being number one
in the nation for solar energy and uranium extractions, why does our state rank 44 in per capita?
Why are our young people drifting away to say,
Texas, to find jobs."
He said that something needs to be done soon to
protect New Mexico from being raped and taken
advantage of. His solution? Richardson plans to
introduce a bill dealing with an energy exchange.
"When an energy extraction takes place, why
not leave something behind? Through this bill, a
high percentage of the profits would go into the.
community that the energy is being taken from and
going toward bettering their educational systems,
repairing the damaged environment and so forth,"
he said. ''Why should California get free electricity
and we be left with the pollution?"
Richardson said that New Mexico needs better
representation in the legislature, stronger
leadership and more projects to help out New
Mexico.

WASHINGTON (UPI}-President Carter Thursday declared
the equivalent of economic warfare against Iran, and left open a
clear threat of military action if those measures do not win
freedom for the American hostages.
The president was prepared to go even further than he did at
his news conference Thursday, officials said, but was talked out
of it at the last minute by his chief foreign policy adviser,
In ~nnounc.ing his third se: of progressively tough economic
and diplomatiC measures agamst IrRD, Carter said there is one
last set of economic steps he is prepared to take.
After that, he said, "The only other step I can see next is
some form of military action.''
His first measures against I ran came in the initial phase of the
Iranian crisis in November, when he blocked any U.S. purchases
of Iranian oil.
That apparently had little immediate effect in Iran, since
other ~arkets were readily available- ,including Japan and the
lucrative world spot market, where countries like Israel are
forced to pay premium prices in excess of $40 a barrel.
He also froze Iranian assets after the United States was given
adv~ce warning by ~he Iranians themselves that they intended
to Withdraw all of the1r funds from American banks.
After a frustrating series of shattered hopes and broken
promises, Carter moved to the second stage on April7.
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Letters

Editorial
DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

GPA's rehashed

Farewell
By Charles Poling
At last, after one year as editor, I
can legitimately grant myself that
paragon .of self-indulgence, the

Farewell Column.
Every writer wants to write one,
someday, so he can mention all the
things he always wanted to
mention but couldn't find the space
or the reason for, or else just plain
forgot. That's the wonderful thing
obout journalism - wa learn all
kinds of interesting little tidbits
about life at the University but
either we can't print them because
they would libel someone im·
portant, or because they are
phenomenally boring when con·
sidered individually.

Editor's Note: The Lobo recently
ran a copy of this letter, but garbled
the last paragraph).

An example of this is when a pened at this University that has
journalist finds out that certain been exciting or important.
important coaches hang out with Highlights are described in
certain other men whose friends melodramatic prose, men and
appear in the news in connection women of note are praised, and
with an Albuquerque Police perhaps a speech about the good
Department gambling raid. Now ole alma mater is thrown in to
what can we do with that?
satisfy the folks who print the
So the temptation is, when an diplomas. This kind of column is
editor or a columnist leaves a then wrapped up with a cheerfully
college newspaper, to lash out optimistic, yet wisely hip, confrantically and visciously at all the clusion that essentially wishes the
targets he couldn't touch before, best of luck to all those who are
like a frustrated hit man given a staying around.
Sicilian telephone directory.
But I'm not going to seek outlet
The alternative to this is to get in either alternative. I leave the
nostalgic, to bleed all over the Lobo secure in the knowledge that
pages in soggy reminiscences of no one ever guessed that I am
the past year, of what has hap- actually a cartoon t::haracter.

Film committee self-righteous
By Pam Livingston
When people are wronged, they
seldom take it lying down. A few
turn the other cheek, but most fight
tooth and nail. Since they were
hurt, they figure, they are justifed in
whatever they do in attaining their
revenge. This is what is called selfrighteousness.
The ASUNM Film Committee
feels it has been wronged by the
Lobo. In the words of a committee
member (he may have been a
ticket-taking volunteer), "You
haven't shown any interest in us so
far." This was his response to a
request, which he denied, for a
press pass, a common courtesy
extended by professional theaters
to the press.
The press pass is not a gratuity.
Its purpose is to make the task of
letting people know about movies,
plays, concerts and speeches
easier. A reviewer who attends one
of these functions is there for one
reason - work. He is not claiming
the rewards from a mutual backscratching association.
Nevertheless, this particular film
committee member apparently
thought that one hand washing the

Pediatricians to
meet in NM today

other is a good way to do business
- the way the Lobo should do
business.
It's true that the Lobo has not
"played ball" with the film committee this past year. The com·
mittee and its film offerings deserve
press coverage; unfortunately, the
Lobo, because of space and
manpower limitations, has provided
less than the weekly coverage
needed to tell students about the
committee's upcoming films. The
Lobo has, however, run a number
of previews as well as reviews of
the committee's films, including
one by the committee's chairman.
Thus it was with a shock that I
encountered the ticket salesman's
rudeness.
The salesman's tit-for-tat tactics
were shared by another person last
Wednesday night who apparently
felt no compunction about ganging
up on and verbally abusing a
perfect stranger. The woman did
not know me, yet she loudly
denounced me as Lobo arts editor.
Petty and churlish behavior
always surprises me, but I try to
understand. Fury as shown by the
unknown · champion of the film

committee comes probably from
blind devotion to the group.
:J::·:::.ti-m is not a bad quality.
Clannishness is. Whether the film
committee, as some students
charge, is a closed group which
selects films for the university
community without regard for
students' requests, I cannot say.
Whether the film committee is a
clannish
organization,
the
arrogance of which knows no
bounds, I can say. The answer,
unfortunately, is yes.
The
committee displayed its arrogance
with rudeness when at least one of
its members verbally assaulted me.
No doubt this person felt justified in
doing so. He was avenging a
wrong.
But neither self-righteousness
nor arrogance will assure that the
film committee gets the coverage it
wants. Nor will intimidation change
the Lobo's editorial policies. The
committee might try opening up
the clan. We at the Lobo are willing
to try to make things right.
A note: ASUNM president Mario
Ortiz phoned the Lobo Thursday
and apologized for the film committee. We appreciate his concern.

'

~~

Editor:
Clark, Cornez and Fountain have
a point, but one that does not
deflect the main thrust of the
argument.
Assume that graduation requires
120 hours and all courses are for
three credits, If Dick, after four
years, makes up the Biology and
Math courses that he is missing and
gets only F' s then 8' s by repetition
in his fifth (and sixth) year his GPA
will fall to Jane's by the time has
accumulated 120 hours.
If however, Dick takes the same
courses as Jane, but randomly
distributes F's among them and
follows the pattern of three A's and
two F's the first semester and three
A's and two B's (repeats) the
second semester and does this for
five years, he accumulates a total of
120 credits and a GPA of3.75 at the
end ofthe fifth year.
Dick canot both follow the same
pattern of grades that he had the
first year and at the same time get
B's in all the courses for which Jane
received B's as I had stated in my
first communication.
If the pattern remains unchanged
by the end of the fifth year Dick's
GPA is 3.75, but he has enrolled for
ten more courses than Jane had
taken in four years. In order to keep
the situation parallel Jane enrolls
for a fifth year and earns six A's and
4 B's.
Her GPA remains at 3.6. In the
five-year period Dick received 30

A's, 10 B's and 10 F's and a GPA
(with F's excluded) of 3.75. Jane
received 30 A's and 20 B's (in·
eluding a year of graduate work)
and a GPA of 3.0. The difference in
th ratio of A's to B's accounts for
the difference in GPA's.
Jim House, staff auditor of the
called
the inUniversity,
compatibility of restrictions to my
attention. Don Weeke of the Arts
and Sciences office worked out an
example that is available for the
asking.
-Nathania I Wollman
-Arts and Sciences Dean

Ignorant reviewer
Editor:
We would like to comment on
the April 15 review of the New
Mexico Symphony Orchestra
concert with pianist Vladimir
Ashkenazy.
In our opinion, the reviewer
should re-examine his attempts to
evaluate music. Has he no concept
of what great music and musicians
strive towards?
We think only the least educated
of listeners would turn the concert
stage into an arena of egotism and
produce such a headline as "Famed
Pianist Shows Up Orchestra." The
world's best musicians do not
attempt to belittle other musicians,
no matter how meager their talents,
as the reviewer erroneously
assumes. No legitimate reviewer
would come to a concert with such
utter ignorance of the concerto to
be performed, either.
As for insinuating that the
practice of tuning is a sign of
unprofessionalism, reviewer Ken
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thlln SOO word~;. Only the 11at11c of the aUihor \l'ilf
he 11riJ11ecf tllid IU'lltlC'I Wilr r101 bC withheld.
r he OaU)' Lobo docs not glH'm:tniCC'

rublk;itioh.

1\11 subnti~'itm'i become rfle }'lropcrly of the
1\lrw Mc'Cko Unll)· tnbo nnd will be edited fur
lcn~th {lt lihclous tot1tcn1.

Editor:
I am making an effort to sympathize with Dale Kappy's sincere
desire in "wanting to know" about
the student art works errantly in the
Art Building Teaching Gallery
(Lobo, April 16). but I wish that he
had extended his sinceritY by
declining to write in such an
irresponsible way about the works
in that show.
I find his role as a critic unfortunate and dubious; if he
chooses to base his judgements on
his "self-understanding," then this,
too, is apparently suspect - for it
seems to preclude his understanding of student artists and
their work.
If he insists on standing "on his
self-understanding" in the critical
role, let him beware of squashing
something vital by way of
pretension. The review reveals a
lac!< of underst<~nding and pri~Jt:t_

About 160 physicians and
nurses from New Mexico and
other southwestern states are
expected to attend the second
annual Pediatric Pulmonary
Update 1980, in. Albuquerque
beginning today.
The conference at the Airport
Marina Hotel is sponsored jointly
by t.he UNM School ofMedidne's
department of pediatrirtl and the
Office of Continuing Medir!tl
Education.
GuN>l krturers indudp two
University of C'alifornia lll'diatrk
specialists and a nnmher of UNM
Hl'hool of Medkine faculty and
program directors.
Conferen<"e coordinator St('V('
Yuhek, assistant professor of
P<'diatrics/surget·y at ihl' UNM
S<"hool. said this year's rnn·
ference will cent<>r on car·
·
diopulmonary prohll•ms of
newborn babies, with emphasiA
on diagnosing various causes.
Guest faculty from the
University of California at Sun
l?rancisco are Abraham M.
Rudolph, a physician and
professor of ~ediatrics and
gynecology.' who IS the author of
the _mo~t Widely u~e~ tex~hook on
ped1~h?cs; and Wilham 1ooley, a
phy?tcm_n and Pt?fl•ssor of
pedtatrtcs and dtrector of
pediatric pulmonology.

;~::£~:~~~~:,:",:~:.;;;:; ~p -~]
The article did not mention that
the show was curated by Jim
Moore, director of the Museum of
Albuquerque, who is a trained and
competent curator.
Any of you students who prefer
spit to drivel, see the show, and
make up your own minds.
-Mark Hinderaker
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Monday thttmgh htday every regular week of
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hnnls weeks. and weekly during the summer
SCS!iton by thc Hoard of Student Publications or
the tll':iiVl!i\itY nf New Mexico, and i!l not
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Dubious critic

the fact; to borrow his terminology,
the review lacks "heart" and is
devoid of"<mything worth saying."
So, why did he bother /blather?
The put down of the show is a
sign of apparent lack of comprehension and likely lack of effort.
Art is difficult to approach and
comprehend, unless it costs $9.99
and is sofa length, and 50 is modern
genetics, etc.
Unfortunately, the review is
cynical and "cheap"
cheap
because it has not cost the critic
any effort. The Lobo proves itself
"cheap" (if consistent) by
publishing such a heartless, if
sincere, piece of bombast.
A canon for would·be critics
might revolve around an idea of
responsibility, rather than selfunderstood yearnings for "heart"
and "serendipity" ·- whatever they
may signify to Kappy. If a critic is
unable to respond with justice and
a sympathetic awareness of the
issues with which artists involve
themselves, then he/she is a
useless critic.
In short, Kappy's review, as
printed is no review at all _ more a
tirade and a venting of prejudices •
(pre-judge-ices), which lacks effort
and responsibility. If the Lobo
wants a caustic page filler, let it
scrutinize itself not sincere and
hardworking st~dents. If Kappy, or

bar servin.•
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Clark should know that it is in the
nature of instruments to expand or
contract and thus, needs to be
retuned. Furthermore, the piano
was not tuned, and we think that
caused a greater embarrassment
than any other intonation
problems.
Finally, to compare the UNM
orchestra with the NMSO is to
ignore that the NMSO is a
professional organization, dealing
with very different goals and
problems. In the future, the Lobo's
reviews of orchestral events should
reflect a more knowledgeable and
sensitive awareness of the music
world.
-WendyUitan
-Kevin Connolly
·-Charles Tucker

7303Monlgomety Ereculrve North Apartments

Unisex Hairstyling
STUDENT SPECIALS

"Cost Plus" Pricing-an instant success.
Lower prices on stereo everyday. Custom HiFi's "Cost Plus" Pricing not only cuts high
prices, it also cuts the hassle of having to
deal with used-car type stereo salespeople.
There are no gimmicks or guesswork. Every
item is clearly tagged with Original Dealer
Cost plus our small mark-up
over cost. What you see is what
you pay-and you'll swear by us,
and at the
competition.

Precision Haircuts 50°/o OFF

j
'

(regu Ia r s13°0 ·S17°0)

I

Perms .......•. s2soc
(regular S32 50·$40°0)

Debi or Linda or Kathleen
at 884-8350 .appointments
preferred
Offer good with coupon only

expires May 3rd.

·~

MONDAV·FRIDAV: 11AM to SPM I SATURDAY: 1 OAM to &PM
SUNDAY: 12 NOON to 6PNI I CLOSED WEDNESDAY

5003·5005 Menaul Blvd. N.E.

HI·FI Cost Plus

262-0858
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Sports

Earth Day 80 celebrated on Sunday

·--------------------------------------.

'Uneventful'year ends
By Gail Rosenblum

[ t sl.>cms as though it was only yesterday that I
was persuaded to take the job as sports editor of
the Lobo. Perhaps I should have been more wary
of the editor's tactic of persuasion - "C'mon
Gail, take the job. Nothing ever happens in
sports. You'll come in, lay out your page and go
home."
Well, there certainly is no need to rehash the
"um.>v£mtful" year in sports at UNM. Even if you
don't pi1~k up this paper too often, you're bound
to hav1• heard about our athletic "activities" in
Tim<', Nl'wsweek, Sports Illustrated or perhaps
hy watching a recent segment of 60 Minutes.
It. has been quite a year - a year of invaluable
!'Xpl'riences ~" and honestly, I wouldn't have
want I'd it any ot.bl'r way.
Martin "Magi<' Pole" Janowski: Thanks for
t'h1•ering me up on my had days with your rotten,
<liMgusting and hilarious s!mse of humor. Thankyou for all vour hard work - I appreciated it
;!10!'1' than I ~·v!•r ll't you know. Actually, you owe
mt• t hanlts for all those interviews with foxy
wom1•n athletl•s I sent you out to do! Itest assured
rhat wht•nevN I eat Polish sausage or read about
<'hnrlit• Harrison's successes, I will think of you.
Mark "'l'icky" Smith: Will you ever forgive me
for ('OnHtantly ehanging Iona to Iowa in your
pr"dktions, thinking it wn!i a typographical
i.'IT<II''! I hopP so. You put Tampa Bay on the map
for nw. '!'hanks for the Passover Bunny. Thanks
for k1'!~ping mt•laughing.
Paula "Cant" I•:aaley: It's your show now the aspirin, jack knife and number to Dial-Al'raVl'r art' in mv desk. Uemember the old saying
- ~ou can plea;e some of the people all the time
and all of th!' prople some of the time, but
gt•n!'rally, you can't please anybody ever. (OK, so
I. <'hanged it a little bit ... ) Good luck.
.John, Dick and Mark: Thanks for putting up
with me when I sized horizontal pictures into
wrticle spaces and vice-versa. Thanks for being
so pat.ient and cooperative when I needed pictures
now ..
Pnm: Well, desk partner, we're finished. We
were ablt• to talk so little, but I always admired

your spunk, humor and mtelligence. Good luck in
all your artsy endeavors.
Jeff Gardner: Oh Jeff, oh Jeff, oh Jeff, oh Jeff,
ohJeff, ohJeff, ohJeff,. ...
Ed "Easy" Johnson: It was great to see your
fac;e again this semester. I hope you are always
"terrible" because consistency is a great trait in
journalism!
Del, Tim and Gary: I sure enjoyed our lunches
in the press box. Thanks for checking the sports
information files for me more times than I am
sure your cared to check them. And Gary, you
really should stay out of the bars. That is no place
for a nice guy like you ...
Bill Weeks: I have a great scoop for you. The
new athletic director is either a male or a female;
he or she is from the United States; he or she is
between the ages of one and 100; and he or she
was chosen between 1945 and 1980!
Billy Boy and Jim: You know, for adverUsing
guys, you are okay. I never did see either of you
work, but Dick has always been such a nice guy,
he probably didn't have the nerve to ask you to
stop taking six-hour lunches. (And speaking of
lunch, you guys owe me one) Billy, may Bo Derek
always be in your thoughts. Especially when she
deteriorates to a '3.'
Ernest, Robert, .Jim, Stacy, Dave, George and
Stephanie: Thank-you for contributing articles to
the sports pages. I wish you all the best.
Ray "Oscar" Glass: I am saving the best for
the last. Thanks for giving me advice when I
net\ded it. Thanks for giving me advise when I
didn't want it, but needed it anyway. Thanks for
getting up early to Jet me in the newsroom when I
didn't have a key. Thanks for the Tab you so
thoughtfully bought me. Thanks for warning me
beforehand when the wrath of the editor was
about to descend upon me. Thanks for keeping a
straight face when I asked you how many
quarters there were in a basketball game. Thanks
for keeping me.in line and encouraging me when I
needed it the most. I am certain that the Hearst
Award is just the first of many fine accomplishments in your future. You are quite a
guy.

Must-win situation
greets Lobos at UTEP
By Mark Smith
For the third week in a row, the
UNM baseball team enters an
extremely important series this time it is a must-win
situation at UTEP.
The Lobos are 4-4 in the
Western Athletic Conference
southern division and are in a
position to move up on the co·
leaders, San Diego State and
Hawaii, who are both 6·2.
The Aztecs and the Rainbows
each swept a four-game series
with UTEP and split four games
with UNM. Thus, the Lobos
must win all four from the Miners
to keep pace at the half-way mark
of the season.
UTEP will bring an 0-8 conference mark into the series but
Lobo head Coach Vince Cappelli
isn't putting four W's up already.
"The Miners are a funny
team," he said. "They can upset
any team in the league. They'll
play a spoiler role in the conference race."
Overall, the Miners' record is a
decent 20-23, but other than
WAC opponents, their schedule
has been weak.
James Walker leads the UTEP
bats with a .437 average, while
the team is hitting better than
. 330.
Their downfall comes in the
same area as UNM - pitching.
UTEP's best are Tom Cartier (5·
3, 4.24) and reliever Pico Cordova
(3-0, 4.16).

In its eight WAC games,
UTEP has given up an average of
11 runs a game.
Keith Hagman continues to
lead the Lobo hitting, with a .559
average, while Duffy Ryan,
(.430) Larry Harrison (.371) and
Moe Cammilli ( .349) are also
batting strong.
The two clubs play a doubleheader today and Saturday.

()n The

Schcdnl~\

DASF.IIAI.I. --The Lobos battle UTEP today nnd
Saturday in double-hcadcr'i in El Pam.
BOXING ,_ The Albuquerque Oly 'Park~ and
Recreation Department i'i ~ponsormg the Amateur
Bnxing and Ki~;k Do>~ing Evcm Saturday at7:30 p.m.

at the Civic Auditorium. Admis~ion is $3 for adult!~.
SI..~O for l.tudent~ and semor citi1~:ns and SJ for
~h1ldren

under 12.

LACRoss•: "" The UNM Lacro51c Club plays
ho"t to the Ne~+ Mexico Classic Saturday and Sunday
at John\on f·'icld. There i~ no admis5ion charge.
SOFTBALL ·-. The womr:n's ~ortball team plny.'i
lwst to the Diamond lnvjtntiorml today through

Sundav at I <lbo Field. Tcxali Women's College meets
.'VIinne~otn today at 8 ;1.m, Southern Illinois takes on
( ·aJ·Poly today :tt I J :30 a.m. and UNM meet~ Tc~a~
Women'.'> Collcg.c today at 3 p.m. In Saturdny's
acuon, TWU meets. Cal-Poly at 8 a.m .• SJU meets
Minnesota at 11:30 a.m. and UNM meets Cal·Poly at
3

p.m. On Sunday, T\\'U meets SIU at 8

<:~.rn.,

Mlnncsota meets Cai·Poty at 9~45 a.m., Minnesota
meet• liNM at 11:45 a.m. and UNM meets S!U nt
1:30 p.m. All games aredouble-hendcrs.
TENNIS- The Lobo men arc in 'Tempe today for
· a match against Arizona State and in Tucson
SiltUrday for a match against the University of
Aril'Ona. The lobo women Lravel to las Cruces fora
match today against Idaho Stare and tomorrow
against NMSU.
TRACK -The Lubo women are irt El Pa$0 for the
El Paso Invitational Sawrday. The me11 c<Jntinuc
competition in the Kansas Relays in Lawrence.
Kan~as

today and Saturday.

President Carter has declared
Tuesday April 22 National Earth
Day and it will be celebrated in
Albuquerque, Sunday April 20,
at Johnson Field, east of Johnson
Gym, and at the Alternative
Community Center, 106 Girard
S.E.
Steve Baigel, an organizer of
the event, said Earth Day 80 will
increase people's "environmental
awareness by education." He
said the purpose of Earth Day 80
is "to celebrate the achievements
of the last decade, and focus on
the future and what we still have
to do.'' Mayor David Rusk has
declared April22 "Earth Day 80"
in Albuquerque while Gov. Bruce
King has made the same

declaration for the state.
This will be only the second
National Earth Day, since the
first one on the same date 10
years ago. Earth Day was
initiatedsoon after the National
Environmental Policy Act was
passed.
The day will start with an 8
a.m.
"sunrise"
breakfast
provided by the Siren Coffee
House on Johnson Field with a
free drink provided for those who
arrive by bicycle or on foot.
Various types of music will be
heard at Johnson Field from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m., including Jaz.
z/Rock group Govinda at 5 p.m.,
folksinger Sue Young at 11 a.m.,
and the Opanci Folk Dancers at 1

p.m.
Each 40-minute set of music
will be followed by a 20-minute
talk by a speaker, including Dave
Foreman of the Wilderness
Society at 1;40 p.m., Dean
Morton Hoppenfield of UNM's
School of Architecture at 2:40
p.m., and Paul Robinson, an
Environmental Analyst for the
Southwest
Research
and
Information Center at 10:40 a.m.
Exhibits concerning energy,
wildlife,
minorities,
natural
medicine and other subjects will
be on display at Johnson Field.
Local restaurants, including
Homestead Natural Foods, the
Morning Glory Cafe and La
Montanita Food Co-op, will be

serving food and there will be a
recycling center giving cash for
glass, steel and aluminum.
Newspapers may be donated to
he! p pay for the day's activities.

the Public Service Company of
New Mexico at 10 a.m., a talk on
carpooling by New Mexico Public
Interest Research Group at 4
p.m., and a talk by UNM
Associate
Professor
of
Architecture Anne Taylor on
"The Importance of the Learning
Enviroment" at 3 p.m.

Events at the Alternative
Community Center include a film
and slide show on solar energy by

'Iaste the pride of Canada.
Molson.

National student conference
aims for Chicano solidarity
By S. Montoya
Many prominent Chicano people, here from
throughout the U.S., begin today to "address the
critical problems facing the Chicano community,"
at the 1980 National Chicano Student Conference.
Chicano legislators, educators and business·
people will address about 1,500 conventioneers at
the three-day conference, said NCSC organizer
Freddie Montoya.
"We will address the critical problems facing the
Chicano community," Montoya said. "Every
conceivable local, regional and national Chicano
organization possible is co-sponsoring it. We hope
it will be a show of solidarity.''
Conference activities are scheduled to take place
this weekend at the University of Albuquerque and
UNM.
However, convention organizers and ASUNM
government planned UNM's annual Spring Fiesta
to coincide with the 1980 NCSC. Fiesta activities

wind-up early Saturday evening and NCSC activities finish Sunday afternoon.
During convention workshops, Montoya said,
representatives of each workshop will be selected to
present resolutions before the general. assembly
Sunday .afternoon. Convention delegates
representing local, regional and national Chicano
organizations will then vote to affirm the
resolutions, indicating "Chicano solidarity," he
explained.
Among the prominent Chicano people scheduled
to attend the conference are Lt. Gov. Roberto
Mondragon, who will participate in a legislativeprocess workshop Saturday at 1 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom, and Lupe Saloana, national chairman of
the GI Forum, who will participate in a draft
workshop today at 1 p.m. in the SUB, Room231-

'Iitke our words

:\10LSO:--.; Alt· 1"
I lmrt\'. Pur<•. Clmr.
H<·f~r-;hing. Sp•·• ial.

for it.

Pour 11 mth pmlc•.

C.

Additional information on the conference can be
obtained by contacting Chicano Student Services
at 1815 Roma, N.E.
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Fatso's Subs
Hours
Mon-Fri Sam to 9pm
Sat-Sun Noon to Spm
Next to McDonalds

255-3696

r.-2

Pasta
Salads
Vegetarian
Meals
Deserts
Breakfast

~
.

~

g..

Friday, aturday, Sunday

Dinner Special
lasagna
eggplant parmesan
ravioli with meatball
includes
dinner salad
and garlic bread

$199

~ Saturday and Sunday Only ~
--2:1 Numero Uno Combo ~
-a
-a
::::9.
0r
~
:3.

b·
Numero Due com o

:§
.3.

Sl OO Off.·

~
::9.

;:a

includes fr;nch fries
and garlic bread

....3

~

~

~

Regular only

~
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~
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Th~ good parts about

savi!jg tnoney are alltn
the CtrSt few J)ages.

f 720 Central SE
Boogie To:
Spare Change
BBQ Beef Sandwiches

$1.50
Happy Hour3·6 p.m:.;..A~---

Your Mountain Bell directory can give you a lot
more than just names and numbers. So. take a ~ew
minutes to browse through the Call Gmde section at
the front of the book. You'll find information on
how to save money on your long distance calls
... what to do about bad connections or
wrong numbers... how to take advantage
of low-cost optional phone service.
And there's more.
If you're shopping for products
or services, you can also save a lot of
time and effort by using your Yellow
Pages directory. Your Mountain
Bell directories~good reference
books for saving money with
your telephone.

-~THe
Culld
255·3050
3405 eontral n.e.

A FILM BY rrtR PAOLO rASOUNI

Guild Midnight Flkk
94 Rock I' resents: Pink

DON PANCHO'S)

2108CENTRAL S.E./247·4414.
~!id11ight

@Mountain Bell

!14 Hock
UNM ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAM

Flirk

Pr~scnts

Hod<y Horror PiNI•re ShCl\1

V.l~\£Rr10! Of "'I H£·\R >\V.<\Rh n!Rll~ fll Yi ff'.tl\.<\1

Flo~·d

(Sat.Sun.1 :30, 3:30, 5:30)
7:30, 9:30

FHIOAY & SATURDAY:
FREAKS (Sat. 4:30) 7:30
ERASERHEAD (S•t. 5:45) 8:45

SUNDAY & MONDAY:
V~rgin & The Gyp,y (Sun. 3·1!J) 7:10
iho Fox (Sun. 5:00) 9·00

. ·-·
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Arts

Grant awarded to professor
by Rockefeller Foundation
The Rockefeller Foundation awarded a $16,410
grant to allow UNM Professor Sam Girgus to
eontinue his book research about the influence of
JewiAh writers on the American culture and
ideology.
Girgus, the chairman of the UNM American
Studies department, said Jewish intellectuals,
writers and public figures use many different
methods for expressing their attraction and
reaction to American values.
For Jewish writers, the novel has been one of the
most important vehicles for dramatizing the
relationship between their rhetoric and ideology of
the American experience, he said.
Girgus said novelists such as Abraham Cahan,
Henry Roth, Nathaniel West, Bernard Malamud,
Joseph Heller and Saul Bellow use fiction to probe

"Don't dream it-be it!"
At last. for all those possessed disciples or would-be
participants in the most outrageous mixed-media
extravaganza of our time, here's

THE OFFICIAL
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Hodgin Hall group nets half
of its goal to restore building

'1·::,.
I

95 Mndlson Avenue, New York 10016

EUROPE

BIG
ww

Uelations Office and the
Development Office. It will also
be a museum displaying trivia
from the University's past. The
hall will be the headquarters for ·
Homecoming.
Restoration will include the
most up-to-date technology with
tum of the century decor.
Donors of $1000 or more will
receive the honor of having their
names engraved on a stairstep in
Hodgin Hall. Many stairs have
already been reserved for many
individuals
and for
the
Associated Students of UNM
and the Town Club alumnae.

Chicana officer
elected for '80-81
Mesa Chicana officers for the
1980-81 term are Juan Jose Pena,
president; Gabriel Melendez, vice
president, and Magdalena
Maureira, treasurer.
Mesa Chicana's purpose is to
keep the Chicano community
informed and advised regarding
educational and campus affairs.

r--------------,

Roundtrip from
SeiV York
to Luxembour.(!;
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Roundtrip
from Chicago

I
I
I
I

No restrictions
Confirmed reservations • free wine wirh dlnner1 cognac after•
no restrictions on sravs to l yr. or advance purchase. Prices valid
from l'.S. from ~larch 10 thru May 14, 1980. All schedules and
prices subject to change and government approval. Purchase
tickets in the
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West Hempstead, NY 11552.
Call in NYC, 75_7-8585; elsewhere, call 800"555-1212 for the
toll-free number tn your area,
Please send me: 0 An lcclandair flight timetable.
0 Your European Vacations brochure.
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By Lesley Poling
Mamoulian on April 29. One of the first out·
Lectures by film director Michelangelo standing American directors of talking pictures,
Mamoulian originally was a stage director; Porgy
Antonioni and animator Chuck Jones are part of a
film festival weekend that will be open to UNM and Bess was one of his greatest tri•lmphs. With
his film Becky Sharp, 1935, he became one of the
students at a reduced rate.
The New Directors, New Films Festival will be first Americans to explore dramatic uses of color in
a full-length film.
held April 25 through May 1 at the Len sic Theater,
Santa Fe. The festival is being presented by the
With his visit will be the showing of his films
Film Society of Lincoln Center and the Department Love Me Tonight, (1932) and Applause (1929) in
of Film, the Museum of Modem Art, New York in the SUB Theater, 3:30 and 7:30p.m., respectively.
conjunction with the National Film Preserve in Mamoulian will speak at 9 p.m.
Santa Fe. It is the first film event of its kind to be
The complete seven-day film series will show a
held in New Mexico, and is a rare opportunity for total. of 25 films for $35. These will include a
students and enthusiasts and makers of films to be retrospective of films from the Museum of Modem
Art archives, such as the surrealist classic by Luis
involved with an international film environment.
Students with J.D. may purchase a ticket to all Bunuel, L'Age d'Or; and debut films by new and
film showings the weekend of April26 and 27. Also
included in this fee is admission to a Saturday outstanding directors.
night lecture and discussion with Chuck Jones, the
Additional information can. be obtained from the
animator who created Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck informationboothattheSUB.
and the Roadrunner; and to the Sunday night
Mark it on your calendar: April26, 27, and 29:
appearance and talk by Italian film director nine films and three lectures by internationaly
Michelangelo Antonioni, who made L'Auuentura acclaimed film-artists; the Lensic Theater, Santa
and Blow Up, just two of his masterpieces.
Fe; the Sub Theater, UNM. If this quickly·
If 300 UNM students participate in this weekend arranged film festival is a success, New Mexicans
of films and lectures, UNM will have the benefit of can expect more of the same in the future, with
a free visit by outstanding film pioneer Rouben UNM playing a central role.

$35

Entitles You to 20 Sessions

•••••••••••••••••••••
Single Sessions

$3.00 each
.

v"""n I*'V I Ll:rt.:a .-,,.-ICVIAL
15 00 Alorgan Kit 4.69
Call lor low pnce s on hard,
soH or Mn11-soH lenses

Casey Optical Co.

.J

sale at both locations

3123 Central NE (near the triangle)
153 Winrock Center
883-8887

Sale

S1Q495
Regular
S13QOO

·~~~~~~

Two-Month Membership

--------·------

265·8846

I

It's Fun • It's Cool and Comfortable

(across from los Ahas pork)
limit ana coupon
pot person per day

(3 doors weo't of Your DruQ)
4306 Lomo1 atWo5hlngton

II II

• • • • • • • • • • 41 • • • • • • • • • •

with coupon
S100 San Mateo N.E.
9801 Lomas N.E.
Exp<re. Aprill5, 1980

j. i

Disco Display
House

Film festival offers films,
talks by international artis~

Tan in a delightful indoor beach
setting ..• a perfect tan, in minutes
per visit, without the sun!

2 for 1 Special
Receive one free game
1
of Putt Putt golf
I
with the purchase
I
of one game
I
at regular price.

I

1

THE 11111110 ROOM

l .

Putt Putt
Golf Courses

I1

t·.s.

lcclandair P.O. Box 105,

J

I

Style 8040 only

IIOWOPENI

PUTT-PUTT

I
I

co Luxembourg

I

one week only
all sizes & colors

A scene from Rouben Mamou/ian :S 1935 film, "Becky Sharp."

1.!
II
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By Jana Aspin
renovation. And in 1909 Hodgin
'The Hodgin Hall Uestoration Hall was remodeled. Stucco was
Campaign has raised just over applied to the exterior, the
$100,000 - halfway to its goal of gables, cornices and chimneys
$200,000.
were removed from the roof.
The historic building opened Wood vigas, pillars and balconies
on June 15, 1892. It was built of were added. The stone arches
red brick and trimmed in san· over and windows were covered
dstone, and cost $30,568 to build and some windows were filled in.
and $1435 to furnish.
Two new wings were added:
Since that time, the structure Rodey Hall and new quarters for
has
undergone
several Dean Hodgin's department of
renovations and additions. It was education on the south.
declared dangerously weak by
In 1927, the Regents adopted
the Regents in 1901, so five the Pueblo style of architecture
wrought-iron rods were run from for the UNM campus. Hodgin
the east to west walls and from Hall is considered to be the in·
the north to south walls to spiration for UNM's 20thstrengthen the building. Three century Pueblo revival.
years later a fire escape was
The Hall is now considered
installed. It was again deter- structurally
sound,
but
mined unsafe in 1908.
modernization is needed. The
The Regents decided that the restored building will house the
building needed some major Alumni Association, the Alumni

, · A& W Visual Library

ICEIAMlAIR

l:

I'

Give yourself over to absolute pleasure with over 800
full-color frame blow-ups depicting actual scenes from the
movies, plus the complete dialogue and song lyrics.
Edited and adapted by Richard J. Anobile • Screenplay by
,J1m Sharman and Richard O'Brien : Introduction by Sal
Piro, President of The Rocky Horror Picture Show Fan
Club
192 pages • 7" x 91:4" • $6.95, paperback • $15.00, cloth
THIRD PRINTING •100,000 Copies in Print
At your local bookstore, or order directly
from the publisher

/\\

and illuminate the meaning of the American and
Jewish relationship.
Girgus said his book will explore traditional
American values and whether they ultimately
repress minorities or serve the historic function of
keeping a pluralistic, multi-ethnic and multi-racial
society together.
The book will also consider the future role of the
Jewish people as democratic force in the shaping of
American life and culture, he said.
The grant was awarded through the foundation's
humanities fellowship program.
Previous recipients of the award include Stanley
Cavell of Harvard University, Joseph Frank of
Princeton University, Peter Gay of Yale
University and Eugene D. Genovese of the
University of Rochester.

Conveniently located:
Across Central Avenue from UNM
between Lobo Miss and Schlotzsky's
Sandwich Shop.
Stop by, look us over, and let us

TIN YOUR HIDE!

Texas Instruments

Programmabi~58C
advanced prograrM10ble calculator
wth plug·if\ Solid Stote Software'"modules
andnewCanstontffiernory'feotu:e

• The Tl Programmable SBC with plug·in Solid State Soft·
warerM modules and new Constant MemoryrM feature.
More power, more versatility, more capability than
anything else in its class! From Texas Instruments.
• Tl Programmable SOC • the advanced programmable
ca.lculator with plug·in Solid State SoftwarerM modules
and new Constant MemoryrM feature. From Texas In·
struments.
• Computer·like power that's easy to use. The Tl Programmable 58C calculator from Texas Instruments.
• Plug-in Solid State SoltwarerM modules and new Cons·
tant MemoryrM feature make the Tl Programmable 58C an
exceptional value. From Texas Instruments.

Hours: M·F 8:00-5:30
Sat;8:30·4:30

401 Wyoming NE
265·7981

'---'. HOLMAN 1 S 1 INC.;..,.__,

l'al(l' JO, N(•w M<·xko Daily Lobo,

Aprillk, lHBO
Pagt' II, N<'W Mt•xiC'o Daily Lobo, Aprillll, HlllO

A FREE eoncert by
Socorrfl's own

Broken record remembered
Undoubtedly, the teeny· hoppers ate this crap
up. When you're in Jove with a beautiful woman.
God.
Here are a couple of lines: "When you're in love
with a beautiful woman/It's hara./When you're in
love with a beautiful woman/You know it's hard."
Give me strength. It sounds like it might be a little
risque, but it's not.
Hook seems to take this slobbering verse
seriously because it gets worse. But I can't go on
with any more quotes. I'm feeling that old-time
nausea coming on again thinking about it.
I've been getting sick a lot listening to music
these days ever since Hendrix died and Clapton
went flaccid. I think with the exception of an
occasional Steely Dan album or maybe some Pink
Floyd, most music today reeks. Dr. Hook
epitomizes a movement in liberated men, if you
will, that says "feel a lot, and don't think at all."
Just listen to this claptrap: "When you're in Jove
with a beautiful woman/You look for lies./Cause
everybody tempts her everbody tells her/She's the
most beautiful woman they know/When you're in
love with a beautiful woman/You go it alone."
What this really translates into is, "I've got this
luscious little piece of fluff and I'm going to whine
about it because I don't want anyone to get any." I
can't stand it.
·
At any rate, I don't think you ought to buy this
album.

By Rick Smith
Pleasure and Pain - Dr. Hook [Capitol/SW118599.

Dr. Hook's new release, "Pleasure and Pain."

'La Boheme' opens tonight
Two UNM fuc.ulty members will share the spotlight in the leading
roles of Mimi and Rodolfo in AOT's [,a Boheme, to be presented today
and Haturday, April19, 8:15p.m., at Popejoy Hall.
Tenor Robert Grayson, who will sing Rodolfo, is currently artist in
refJidencn with the UNM music department. He has been soloist with
the N(•W Mt>xic.o Symphony and with numerous opera companies
induding Santa I•'e, San Diego and City of Angels Opera.
Donna McUae, soprano and voice teacher with UNM music
department, will portray the fragile Mimi. McRae has made a name
for hers<llf both locally (with the New Mexico Symphony and with
AOTJ and nationally with opera compainies including the Arizona
Opera and Tulsa Opera.
One of the most popular operas ever written, La Boheme is filled
with Puccini's melodic, well-known arias and exciting stage scenes
mnging from glamorous to humorous to tear-jerking. •rhe setting is
Paris in the 1800's, and the story is oneoflove and sacrifice within the
"ll'fi bank" Bohemian colony.
This AOT production will be sung in English. Ticket prices range
from $5.50 to $12, with a special student rate of $2 for students with
ID (limited seating available). Tickets are available from Popejoy Box
Offke and all Ticketmaster outletR.
·•

.L.
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Garbage. Total 100 percent unadulterated,
unmitigated trash. This album signifies everything
that is wrong with the mindless and disgustingly
excessive music that abounds today.
Dr. Hook's. new release, Pleasure and Pain,
mostly pain, just makes me sick.
I was lying down reading and getting drunk on
wine when the most god-awful vocal retching came
out of the stereo. It was worse than even the most
sadistic drivel KUNM occasionally inflicts on its
listeners.
Anyway, the arts editor at the Lobo has all these
creepy albums that promoters send to her, and I
was going through a few. When Hook's album
came up, I listened to about 10 minutes of this
syrupy slime and promptly got up and made a dive
for the record. Wrestling it to the ground, with one
deft karate chop I obliterated this travesty to
fragments of junk - no real qualitative change,
except for the welcomed silence.
As a. result of the tantrum I was told that I owe
the Lobo a review of said record. Otherwise, I
wouldn't bother.
This record is completely without any redeeming
value whatsoever. Its so-called h.its were "When
You're in Love With A Beautiful Woman" and
"Sharing the Night Together."

Earth Day features entertainment
Albuquerque will celebrate
garth Day on Sunday, April 20,
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the
Johnson Gym field on the UNM
campus. Families can enjoy a
fun· filled,
educational
day.
Several musical groups, including folk, bluegrass, old·time
andjaz:r. bands, will entertain.
There will be games to delight
children and a mime group to
delight
everyone.
Local
restaurants will serve a variety of
local specialities and ...several
speakers, exhibits and slide
shows will illustrate how broad
and diverse the U.S. commitment to a clean, safe, healthy
environment has become.

At the recycling center glass,
steel and aluminum can be turned
in for cash. {Earth Day
organir.ers
request
that
newspapers be donated toward
the cost of the celebration.)
Those who get an early start
can enjoy a post sunrise breakfast at 8 a.m. provided by the
Siren Coffee House. Siren says
those who arrive on foot or by
bicycle will receive a discount on
breakfast.
The first l~arth Day was
celebrated 10 years ago, and the
intervening "environmental
decade" has seen significant
achievements resulting from

citizens' initiatives.
Several
major American rivers are being
returned to productivity, and the
air in some of the largest U.S.
cities is growing cleaner.
When
President Carter
proclaimed April 22 national
Earth Day, he called on
Americans to, "rededicate
(themselves) to the creation and
maintenance of safe and healthy
surroundings, to the wise
husbanding of the natural
resources that aro a pillar of our
well-being and to the protection
of free-flowing streams, majestic
mountains, forests and diverse
cityscapes ... "

Arts and Activities Calendar
ActlYhles
Alnuadu Follies- 23rd annual varieiY show put on by thl! parents of Alvarado
'>tUdcnts. Today and Saturday, April IS and 19, 8 p.m •• at the KiMo. C'all345·
1796 for ticket information.
Earth Day~ Sunday. April20, lOn.m.•!i p.m., in 1ohn~on Field.
Christian Singles - Potlul.':k dinner at the ChriSl Methodist Churh, 6200
(iibson SE Saturday, April!9, 6:30p.m. Entenainment ~t 8 p.m.

Story Tellers f)ay- Sunday, April20, 1-3 p.m., at the Old Town Pla:('.a,. Free.
Spagheltl PJnr1er - A fund~ra.ising. for the Silver Hilt Neighborhood
As~ociillion Sunday., April 201 12:30-4:30 p.m._ at the Height Community
Center. 823 Duena Vis1u SE. Tickct~$2 and $1.
Dlkf--a-lllon -- Takcrt place April 27. Call 1he- Albuquerque office of the
Am!.·riL:an Oiahctt:'i A'>sociation for further informnlion.
Art Shows
Railroad Exhibition- Opens the Albuquerque Mu~cum Sunday. April20.
Opening Recf'ptlon - For two shows, "Sun Tram Celebrates Art" an
.. lntcrchangc: Artists' Workshop'! in the Senior c:itizen Centers" Sunday,
April :w. Z p.m., at the Downtown Center for the Arts, 216 Central SW.
Dt'tt)' H11hn - 20·bY·24·in'h Polaroid<; at the Wildine Gallery, 903 Rio Grande
NW, Apdl ~~·May 24. Hours: Tu~~day through Snturda ll a.m. ~o 5 p:30 p.m.

Music
I.M Uohcmc ~ Prcsemed by AlbuquerqtJc (lpera Theater today and Saturday.
Apri!IR and J9, 8:15p.m., in Pupejoy Hall. Tickets ~~.~0-SI~ ot Popejo)' Box

African film
makes city debut
The final film in the Spring
1980 Rodey Film Festival will be
the never-before-offered in
Albuquerque epic African film

rr
I'

c~ddo.

I! l

c~ddo, made in 1977, is the
sixth feature-length film by
Senegalese filmmaker and
novelist Ousmane Sembene.
Originally banned in Senegal
because of a dispute between
Semb!'ne and the government
over the spelling of the Wolof
word "ceddo'' (cedo), the word
for the common people in
Senc•gal, the film is the most
ambitious thus far by Sembene,
often called the father of the
African fihn.
The film deals explicitly with
the generally-taboo topics of
some supportive African in·
volvement in the provision of
slaves
for
the Western
hemisphere, the traditionally low
status of women in Africa, and
with "Islamic colonialism."

II
i.l

!~

It will be shown Sunday, April
20, 7:30p.m., in Rodey Theater.
Admission is $2 at the door.
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KRSTWELCOMES

LOOK TERRIFIC!

, ; . LOSE INCHES AND GET FIT!

!~

.

Rock&Roll
Marathon
•
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~
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,
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NMSO members
give free concert

COME TO A FREE DEMONSTRATION

~e;~e~~;:;t~~ting

•

m.

2S.Vs!U9

~ 1.Aerebic Dancing

PROFESSIONAL
MARKETING
Training Opportun
For This Summer!
2,1ntense training is provided.
i

4.Management techniques developed.

Tuesday, May 6 Tingley Coliseum
General Admission $7.50/$8.50 DAY OF SHOW

group for such warm-weather
favorites as It Might As Well Be
Spring and Summertime.

Crap game begins
musical careers
Dateline 1946
The Fate
Machine sputters to life. On a
Merchant Marine ship in the
Bahamas, two wayfarers running
from their past happen to meet in
an alley crap game. Little did
they know their friendship would
soon be the basis for a musical
phenomenon. Tired of in·
ternational travel, they decided
to move to the desert. become
organic farmers. There they met
two young ambitious gold miners
whose destiny they would
questionably alter.
Night after night, hour after
hour, hidden from the eyes of the
world, they submerged themselves in rituals so bizarre as to
ehange the entire trend of rock
music forever. The time to
unleash themselves drew near.
Steve LaRue, Mike Glover,
Larry Otis and Roger Neil pooled
their demented efforts to form
the Philisteens, and the pact was
made. Never could they stray
again from the cult they had
initiated - the only regulation
being that "he who misspells thy

The
Philisteens,
Albuquerque's only New-Wave
rock group performs tonight at
8:30, in the ballroom of the Hotel
Plaza, 125 Second NW. Bar
service is available.

Author says ads'
messages hidden
Subliminal advertising, f1rst
exposed twenty years ago in
Vance Packard's The Hidden
Persuaders, is back. According
to an article by Wilson Bryan
Key in High Times, "ads selling
everything from blue jeans to
toothpaste to children's toys are
chock-full of subliminally
suggestive graphics invisible to
anyone not looking for them.''
Such secret words and images,
Key maintains, "are extremely
effective sales tools."
Key, author of Subliminal
Seduction and Media Sexploitation, says most of the
subliminals have sexual imagery
or
other
psychologically
provocative content.

.,
~
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BLUEGRASS at 2:00p.m. (until Inter on) coolers ar!' wdcome, draft
will b" availahll' so come on down to the beautiful Socorro Airport in
beautiful Socorro, NM and BOOGIE with tlU' Vigilantl' Bund &
I~'riends •

Kip Reed,
factory rep
will be on hand
to give free head bands to the first 150 people
The first 50 people to buy Nike Shoes wili
receive free T-shirt. Kip will explain the full
line of Nike, and answer your technical questions. Friday 11 to 8, and Saturday 10 to 2.

i 0 KILOMETER
Saturday April 19.
Pre-Register at
Gardenswartz Sportz.
You can pick up your T-shirt, and
race number, and be ready to run
at 9 AM Saturday, April 19th at Kit
Carson Park.

Great for jogging and casual
wear. Leather or nylon reinforced.
Flared herringbone sole provides
great traction and durability.

SPECIAL

1799

THE UNION 'SUB) THEATER

Tonight

Saturday

"NOSFERATU
The Vampire"

"THE MAGIC
CHRISTIAN".

The uncommon import

PRODUCED BY LARRY VALLON PRESENTS.

Quasi-Annual Socorro Airshow
which ~tarts at 8:00a.m. or so

name shall suffer horrors too
hideous to mention."
Now they are ready. The music
that had driven them like a team
of sled dogs through the storm
was preened to perfection.

with two X's for a name.

266•7079

April 19, 1980
at tlw

Anna K1mmtn• - Opcn'i April 2S ut the University of Albuquerque Theater.
Cal183 1~1111 for further information.
Sprlngtlmespp.t·c - Opcno; April2S, 8 p.m., at Rodcy theater. Call 2;77·4402
fur further information.

COSEQUIS

One West Madison I Phoenix, A:z. 85003

Our fiddler is going soon and
\V(''re having a smd-off party

ridden count stages a jjlast supper.'' casting himself in the role of Christ. Sl.SO

Double cross
the common crowd.

i

Country Bluegrass Musie

at the SUB Theater.

.

1. This offer is for the serious•mlnded student onl

3.College grad profits - $3,600 plus.

The~ltr

Murder pn the :SUe ·- Today and Saturday, April19, 8 p.m., at the Tiffany
Pia)' house, 3211 Central NE. Show continues through May 10.
RodC) Him fe!itlvAl- t'cddo, a film by Ot1smnnc Sembene Sunday. April20,
7:30 p.nL, at Rodcy Theater, UNM Fine Arts ('enter. TicketsS2 at the door.
Film (:ubano - Series. of Cuban nlrns April 21 and 28. The f.1tSI S~pper
r~..:reatcd Holy Week during the late 18th century when a wealthy and guilt·

The KiMo Theater will ring
A
with the Sound of Music when
s
u
members of the New Mexico
N
Symphony Orchestra, under the
M
direction of assistant conductor
Harold Weller, present Spring
April19
Friday, Apri118
s
Nostalgia Sunday, April20, 2:30
T
p.m.
u
Billed as a concert of melody
7:00, 9:15, 11:30
D
and song for the young at heart,
E
7:00, 9:15, 11:30
the public is invited to come and
N
T
enjoy this free presentation
Peter Sellers,
s
sponsored by the City of
Albuquerque.
Ringo Starr
Werner Herzog's 1.25
Weller has programmed a
in
spring bouquet of favorites such
0
as a medley from the Sound of
T
Music, music from the King and
H
I, the Bohemian Dance from
E
Carmen and the lovely Traumerai
R
of Robert Schumann.
s
Music of Mozart, Nicolai and
1.15
Strauss is . also featured and
soprano Diane Teare will joinl_t~h~e:....._~~~~~~~~-~-·~-~.~.~..~~~~-~-=---~~11111111~111111~~~~~~~~~.11.•.11.. ~11..1.

Uokooa Hall

I tit' .• ll.urs... ;I;.JO..(dCJ p

Offke and TicJwtmastcr outlets. Special Mudem rate of $2 (limhc:d seatlng
a\>ailablc).
Tht' Phlllsteens -- New Wave rock group performs tonight, 8:30 p.m.~ ?.t the
Hotel Plaza, 125 Second SJ. SW. Tickets at door.
ArternoDn Spring Symphony- At the KiMp Sunday, April20. 2:30p.m. Call
842·8565 for further information.
Mu~>ie Vfsper Series - Sallyaonc Werner Bachmao, mcuo-:ioprano, Sundny,
April2U, 4 p.m., nt the First Methodist Church, FO'urth and Lend SW. Tick~;>fs
at Ticketmastcr and door.
Season (':xtra ~ Favorite worh of the sca!>on by the Orchestra of Santa Fe
Sunday, April27, g p.m. at the Sweeney Center in Santa Fe. •

CASIO F200
RUNNER'S WATCH

2995
CAS!O F80
STOPWATCH
PLUS ALARM
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1 Net

5 Distant
9 Flower
14 Mont's
neighbor
15 Fish
16 Abscond
17 Asian coin
18 Arrest
19 Sage
20 Formal
22 Strict ones
240fsome
plants
26 Loop
- 27 Experts
29 Sever
30 Stand-in
33 Money
handler:
2 words
37 Tender
38 American
Indians
39 Help
40 Rostrum
41 Recited
42 Mortician
.4 Reverence
45 Plus
46 Shortly
47 Currents

49 Money
schedule
53 Duty basis:
2words
57 Figure of
speech
58 - Minister
59 Spoken
61 Esau's
father-in-law
62 Sounder
63 Hideous
64 Lumps
65 Pitchers
66 Groups
67 Dagger
DOWN
1 Fen
2 Upper crust
3Step
4 Poorly
planned
5 Tree
6 Bubbles
7 Boy's name
B Goes back
9 Lay off
10 Singly
11 Hercules'
captive
12 Stain
13 Desires
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21 Data
23 Travel
25 Shelter
28 Calumniou:J
30 Drench
31 Drive
32 Beverage
33 Greek letter
34 Queued up
35 Aswan Dam's
river
36 Cover
37 Scottish

"QI

42 Novcrse
43 Pilfer
45 Ill ones
47 Subduer
48 Fabric
50 Disputed
Heights
51 lyric poen'l
52 Strnined
53 Church area
54 Pull
55 Ivy
56 Fountain

links: 2 words
drink
40 Fleshy
60 Fleur·de- -
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$250. 261-
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SayNoToThe

DRAFT
Come to a meeting
Sat. Apri119, 2:00 p.m.
Student Union Bldg. 2nd Floor Room 231 D&E
Sponsored by the Emcrgenty Peace Coalition
266,5915
842·1513

®ne ~ragon str~~~~ . $199
111 Cornell SE

255-4222

Specaal
Distinctive Dinners

Authentic Maudarin. Szechuan & Cantonese Cuisine

all you can
EAT
$3.00
April 19th, 1 p.m.
International Center
1808 Las Lomas NE

lun(h-o~rlied 1 I c30 a.m. • 2:30p.m. Mon.• Fri ..
Olnner-wr\o<ed 5:00p.m. • 9:30p.m. Mon • Thuro:5:00 p.m.• 10:00 p.m. Fri·Sal

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times(s) beginning
.
.
....
, under the heading (circle
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. Housing; 5. For
Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.

Classified Advertising Rates
16¢ per word, $1.00 minumum charge
Terms- Gash in advance
Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed$._ _ _ Placed b y - - - - - - Telephone

H~

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UN M Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

